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Sports Editor Michael 
Aguilar previews tonight’s 
big NIT game against the 
Davidson Wildcats tonight 
at Colonial Life Arena. 
See page 7
SPORTS
Jimmy Gilmore’s Trailer 
Park offers a sneak 
peek into this summer’s 


















Weithman wants to know 












As Relay For Life draws 
closer, the committee is 
“painting the campus purple” 
with var ious events and 
fundraisers throughout the 
week.
“I think Relay is going to 
be an awesome event,” said 
Audrey Graft, a third-year 
biology student and a Relay 
For Life publicity chair. “I 
really hope we can reach our 
goal, and the next couple 
weeks are going to be key in 
that.”
Paint the Campus Purple, 
which started yesterday, runs 
every day 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
through Friday. Different 
teams will sell luminary bags 
to raise money for the event, 
which benefi ts the American 
Cancer Society.
“Everybody at some point 
in their life has been touched 
by cancer,” said Doni Gibson , 
a fourth-year pharmacy 
student, who serves as both 
committee chair and the 
Relay For Life president.̀
Elliot Turner, a second-
year pharmacy st udent , 
is USC’s Colleges Against 
Cancer chapter president. He 
described Colleges Against 
Cancer as the umbrella under 
which Relay For Life falls.
“Relay For Life is one of 
the things that occurs under 
Colleges Against Cancer,” 
he said. “Basically, Colleges 
Against Cancer makes the 
awareness go on year-round. 
We focus more on prevention, 
awareness, not just about 
raising money.”
As of Monday, more than 
50 teams were signed up to 
participate in the April 3 
event, which lasts from 7 p.m. 
Friday until 7 a.m. Saturday. 
The event kicks off with the 
survivors ceremony, followed 
by a remembrance ceremony 
at 10 p.m. and the “fi ghting 
back” ceremony at 6 a.m.
Clemson Univers it y ’s 
Relay For Life is also April 
3 in competition with USC’s.
“I think the competition 
with Clemson will help us 
reach our goal,” Graft said. 
“Our Relays are on the same 
night and I think that will be 
effective in South Carolina in 
getting people to contribute.
In the event of inclement 
weather, the event will be 
moved inside the Blatt PE 
Center.
As of Monday, just less 
than $45,000 had been raised. 
Although this is signifi cantly 
less the $100,000 goal, the 
Relay For Life committee 
remains hopeful.
“Usually, we bring in a lot 
of money the week of Relay,” 
Gibson said. “The Greek 
community has a tendency 
to wait until the last minute. 
A lot of people wait until the 
last week before Relay to sign 
up so we have a big surge 
there at the end.”
Gra f t  sa id  t he  added 
pre s s u re  of  a  lo om i ng 
deadline inspires people to 
donate.
“The biggest fundraiser for 
college students is sending 
e-mails to friends and family,” 
Graft said. “There’s nothing 
like a deadline that says, 
‘Hey, Relay is in a week or 
two weeks’ to get people to go 
online to donate. Normally, 
this is a good time for money 
to come in.”
The Relay For Life season 
does not end until August so 
any money donated after the 
event goes toward the goal.
For more information, visit 
relayforlife.org/usc.
Relay for Life returns to USC 
‘Paint the Campus 




The Obama administ rat ion on 
Monday rejected South Carolina Gov. 
Mark Sanford’s request to use $700 
million in federal stimulus cash to pay 
down state debt.
White House Budget Director Peter 
Orszag said in a letter that the federal 
stimulus law doesn’t allow President 
Barack Obama to make an exception 
for that cash. Last week, Sanford said 
he would reject that stimulus money if 
Obama wouldn’t give him fl exibility in 
spending it, but Sanford spokesman Joel 
Sawyer now said it’s not over.
The $787 billion stimulus legislation 
sets strict rules for the $53.6 billion being 
sent to help state budgets, Orszag wrote. 
It calls for 82 percent of the money to be 
used for public schools and colleges and 
18 percent on public safety and other 
government services.
“Congress has not authorized the 
executive branch to waive any of the 
above statutory requirements,” Orszag’s 
one-page letter said.
Last week, Sanford left little doubt 
about how he would handle rejection of 
his plans to use the money to pay down 
debt, including future obligations in the 
state’s retirement system.
“If your administration determines 
that it is unable to grant us this fl exibility, 
we will in turn opt not to pursue these 
funds,” Sanford said in his letter to 
Obama.
“We’re in the process of drafting 
a response that will go back to the 
White House tomorrow, which will 
more narrowly tailor our request to pay 
off debt in a way consistent with the 
Administration’s response. We believe 
there is a way to do so,” Sawyer said. 
He declined to elaborate, but said all 
options hadn’t been exhausted. “We’ll be 
identifying that tomorrow in our letter 
to the White House.”
Sanford’s letter last week brought a 
backlash from some in his own party 
who said the state faces steep program 
cuts without the cash. Sanford, the 
Republican Governors Association 
chairman, has become an outspoken 
crit ic of federal st imulus ef forts, 
spurring more talk he may make a 2012 
presidential bid.
His stance triggered an ad from the 
Democratic National Committee, which 
claims the governor is playing politics 
with the stimulus cash instead of using it 
for health care, jobs and schools.
Sanford called on Obama to get the 
DNC to drop the ad, which he said was 
at odds with the president’s campaign 
promises of ending politics as usual.
“It’s in that spirit that I’d respectfully 
ask him to end this ad, as it shatters the 
idea of change he so well articulated 
this fall — and to ask his Democratic 
National Committee to put an end to 
this mudslinging and get back to an 
honest debate about the future of our 
country,” Sanford said.
The DNC would not provide details 
about spending and how long the ad 
would run on cable news channels 
beyond saying they’ll end this week. 
Sanford is not the only one upset with 
the DNC ad.
State Rep. Bobby Harrell, a Republican 
who has been critical of the stimulus plan 
but wants to spend the money on roads, 
bridges and other infrastructure, said 
he didn’t give the DNC permission to 
use his picture in the ad alongside U.S. 
House Majority Whip Jim Clyburn, 
South Carol ina’s highest-rank ing 
Democrat in Washington.
Clyburn has lambasted Sanford and 
other governors who said they may 
not take some of the stimulus money, 
calling such a move a “slap in the face of 
African-Americans.”
South Carolina stands to see as much 
as $8 billion during the next two years 
from its share of the stimulus plan when 
tax breaks and non-state spending items, 
such as Pell grants, are included. Sanford 
said about $2.8 billion is heading to state 
programs and he’ll have control of the 
$700 million in question.
Last week , the South Carol ina 
House, passed a state budget patched 
together with the help of $1 billion in 
federal stimulus cash. Then, Senate 
Finance Committee Chairman Hugh 
Leatherman, a Republican, introduced 
a measure that would allow the state to 
spend the stimulus cash despite Sanford’s 
opposition.
South Carolina has reeled from $1 
billion cut from a $7 billion budget since 
the current fiscal year began July 1, 
striking deeply into spending on schools, 
colleges and health care with many 
agencies losing a fi fth or more of their 
allocations. The picture is expected to 
get worse this week as a budget oversight 
board is expected to cut an extra $64 
million, from agency budgets.
That and the state’s 10.4 percent jobless 
rate in January — the nation’s second 
highest — have convinced Statehouse 
Republicans and Democrats of the need 
for the cash.
“It’s unfortunate that Mark Sanford has 
been playing political games while our 
state suffers,” said state Senate Minority 
Leader John Land, D-Manning. “By 
playing these games, the only thing 
being stimulated is Sanford’s profi le with 
the radical right-wingers in Washington. 
It amounts to nothing more than political 
Viagra for him.”
Obama rejects Sanford’s bid to use stimulus on debt
White House refers to ‘strict rules’ 
for states’ use of federal funds 
on education, government services 
Jim Davenport
Th e Associated Press
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocknews@sc.edu
Today: events from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Greene Street.• 
Wednesday: events, as well as a step show, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the • 
RH patio. Students can make donations with their CarolinaCards Wednesday.
Thursday: events from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Greene Street.• 
Friday: events from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Greene Street.• 
Saturday: a pancake breakfast will be held at Applebee’s on Harbison Blvd. from 8 a.m. to 10 • 
a.m.
Sunday: a pancake breakfast will be held by the Newman Club at the Saint Thomas Moore Center • 
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. It costs $4 per person and $10 per family.
— Compiled by Staff Writer Katie Jones








Once HIV enters the 
body, the body starts 
to produce antibodies 
— substances the 
immune system creates 
after infection. Most 
HIV tests look for 
these antibodies rather 
than the virus itself.
TODAY
3 to 8 p.m.
Bates Social Room
WEDNESDAY
3 to 8 p.m.
Wade Hampton Lobby
THURSDAY
4 to 8 p.m.
Columbia Hall, Room 
113
Call Sexual Health & 
Violence Prevention 
at (803) 777-8248 
to schedule an 
appointment.
— Information from  the 
Centers for Disease Control
— Compiled by Assistant 
News Editor Kara Apel
Free HIV 
Testing
C o m m e n t s  o n  t h i s  s t o r y ?  E - m a i l 
gamecocknews@sc.edu
Courtesy of Elliot Turner
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Every day, people walk across the Brooklyn Bridge towards Manhattan, NY. The 
Brooklyn Bridge is one of the oldest suspension bridges in the entire world.
PIC OF THE DAY
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KHARTOUM, Sudan — 
Sudan’s president said Monday 
he wants all international aid 
groups out of the country 
within a year, insisting they 
can drop off supplies “at 
airports or seaports” and let 
Sudanese organizations take 
care of it.
G over n ment  of f ic ia l s 
later tried to downplay the 
p r e s ide nt ’s  c o m me nt s , 
stressing that U.N. agencies 
operating in Sudan would not 
be affected.
President Omar al-Bashir 
has already expelled 13 large 
foreign aid agencies, most of 
them operating in Darfur, 
accusing them of spying for an 
international court that issued 
an arrest warrant against him 
on March 4 for war crimes in 
the western Sudanese region.
He also shut down three 
local aid groups, including 
one of the largest operating in 
Darfur. The United Nations 
said those expulsions would 
leave millions at risk of a 
humanitarian crisis.
“We directed the Ministry 
of Humanitarian Affairs to 
Sudanize voluntary work,” al-
Bashir told a rally of security 
forces.
ATLANTA — Life has 
taken Roger Gleen up and 
down the East Coast, and on 
this night the weary traveler 
settles into a chair in the 
corner of the world’s busiest 
airport.
His bags propped neatly 
beside him, Gleen is among 
a dozen or so t icket less 
passengers at Hartsf ield-
Jackson Atlanta International 
A i r por t ,  fol k s  w it h  no 
destination in mind.
T he y ’r e  H a r t s f i e ld ’s 
homeless, and l ike their 
c ou nt e r p a r t s  i n  o t he r 
major terminals, they’ve 
successfully resisted most 
efforts to clear them out.
“We have to go sooner or 
later,” Gleen admits. “But 
you have people [who have] 
been coming to the airport 
for years.”
Clusters of homeless have 
long settled in terminals from 
Philadelphia to Chicago, ideal 
round-the-clock shelters for 
men and women displaced by 
cities trying to clean up their 
downtowns.
Federal authorities labeled 
this population a security 
threat in 2005, warning that 
terrorists might disguise 
themselves as homeless to do 
surveillance on their targets. — The Associated Press
L i t t l e  R o c k  p o l i c e 
detectives twice interviewed 
a man accused of k ill ing 
a n  A rk a nsa s  t e lev i s ion 
anchorwoman without his 
legal counsel present and in 
violation of his constitutional 
rights, a fi ling by his lawyers 
claims.
T h e  t e a m  o f  p u b l i c 
defenders representing Curtis 
Lavelle Vance fi led a motion 
a sk i ng P u la sk i  Cou nt y 
Circuit Judge Chris Piazza 
to stop such interviews from 
happening again. Defense 
lawyers also asked for at 
least two hours notice before 
police talk to Vance.
Lawyers were scheduled to 
appear in Piazza’s courtroom 
Tuesday to discuss motions 
in the case.
Vance, 28, of Marianna 
faces a capital murder charge 
in the killing of Anne Pressly, 
a Greenville, S.C., native who 
was a morning anchorwoman 
for Little Rock television 
station KATV. 
In the March 6 defense 
mot ion, publ ic defender 
Katherine Streett claims 
detectives interviewed Vance 
for several hours Dec. 10 
without notifying his lawyer 
at the time. 
Lake Murray Blvd (across from Zaxbys)
(803) 732   7880
Rapid HIV testing
Tuesday, March 17th
3 - 8 pm
Bates Social Room
C on s er v at ion i s t s  a nd 
residents who said they don’t 
want to live near ever-rising 
mounds of garbage are urging 
South Carolina lawmakers 
to temporarily halt building 
new landfills or expanding 
dumps, saying a state with 
the motto “Smiling Faces, 
Beautiful Places” shouldn’t be 
the nation’s pay toilet.
Proponents contend the 
landfi lls can bring in millions 
of dollars each year for cash-
strapped counties, in part by 
accepting out-of-state trash. 
Plus, they say, those built in 
the last 16 years must meet 
federal requirements to ensure 
pollution doesn’t spread into 
nearby land and watersheds.
But promises of money 
have been losing out to local 
opposition, and on Tuesday a 
state Senate panel will consider 
a statewide moratorium on 
the state’s landfi ll permitting 
process. The proposal would 
halt any potential expansion 
until 2011.
“We’ve got to make certain 
we don’t become the dumping 
ground of the rest of the 
country,” said Sen. Gerald 
Malloy, D-Hartsville.
South Carolinians annually 
send more than 4 million 
tons of household trash to the 
state’s 18 municipal solid waste 
landfi lls, according to the state 
Health and Environmental 
C o n t r o l  D e p a r t m e n t . 
Currently, permits allow the 
landfi lls to take in more than 
twice that amount yearly. And 
under regulations that favored 
regional dumps, and caused 
about 60 smaller landfills to 
close a decade ago, the total 
could hit 42 million tons of 
trash yearly at 19 landfi lls.
Regulators said growth 
potential will be scaled back 
soon. But it enticed trash 
companies to propose three 
huge landf il ls: a new one 
in Marlboro Count y,  an 
expanded landfi ll in Cherokee 
County and a new one in 
Williamsburg County that 
would replace an outdated, 
existing dump.
Protesters call them “mega-
dumps.” Lawmakers, have 
objected to trash from outside 
the state coming here. They 
said it comes because South 
Carolina is an inexpensive 
place to discard it.
Republ ican Gov. Mark 
Sanford has called for higher 
dumping fees. During his State 
of the State speech in January, 
he said it was wrong for other 
regions to ask South Carolina’s 
rural areas “to handle garbage 
from places like New York and 
New Jersey.”
A 2005 industry survey 
shows that, on average, per-ton 
tipping fees in the South are 
less than half those charged in 
the Northeast. 
South Carolina ranks ninth 
in importing trash, behind 
Virginia and Georgia in the 
Southeast, according to the 
Washington-based National 
Solid Wastes Management 
Associat ion, an indust r y 
group. Pennsylvania is No. 1.
Mary Ann Chastain / The Associated Press
An aerial photo taken March 12 shows the Lee County 
Landfi ll just outside Bishopville.
SC leaders fear pending mega-dumps
Communities concerned 
about living near 
mountains of garbage
Seanna Adcox
Th e Associated Press
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Bates Social Room
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IN OUR OPINION
Mega-dumps need not 
take Northeast’s TP
CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about 
it. E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu.
About The Daily Gamecock
The Daily Gamecock is 
the editorially independent 
student newspaper of the 
University of South Carolina. 
It is published daily during 
the fall and spring semesters 
and nine times during the 
summer with the exception of 
university holidays and exam 
periods. Opinions expressed 
in The Daily Gamecock are 
those of the editors or author 
and not those of the University 
of South Carolina. Th e Board 
of Student Publications 
and Communications is 
the publisher of The Daily 
Gamecock. Th e Department 
of Student Media is 
the newspaper’s parent 
organization. The Daily 
Gamecock is supported in 
part by student-activity fees. 
One free copy per reader. 
Additional copies may be 
purchased for $1 each from 
the Department of Student 
Media.
Twitter et al 
provide ample 
stalking info
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s Viewpoints 
page is to stimulate discussion in the University of 
South Carolina community. All published authors 
are expected to provide logical arguments to back 
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages readers to voice 
opinions and offers three methods of expression: 
letters to the editor, guest columns and feedback on 
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted 
via e-mail to gamecockeditor@sc.edu. Letters must 
be 200 to 300 words in length and include the 
author’s name, year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and USC fac-
ulty members to submit guest columns. Columnists 
should keep submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name and position. 
Guest columns are limited to three per author per 
semester. 
The editor reserves the right to edit and condense 
submissions for length and clarity, or not publish 
at all. 
All submissions become the property of The 
Daily Gamecock and must conform to the legal 






















Offi  ces located on the third fl oor of the Russell House
Editor:  gamecockeditor@sc.edu
News:   gamecocknews@sc.edu
Viewpoints:  sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Allowing our state to 
become trash ridden is 
a decidedly short-term 
economic strategy.
Why so serious, America?
RESISTANCE IS FUTILE
Cramer’s poor showing 
on Comedy Central sign 












Bashing Facebook ridiculous, 
ignores wealth of knowledge 
previously hard to come by
IN YOUR OPINION
If the media of today 
acted more like satirical 
news shows l ike “The 
Daily Show” and “The 
Colbert Report,” maybe 
we would have a better un-
derstanding of how things 
are really going. 
I’ve always been a fan 
of “The Daily Show” and 
“The Colbert Report,” 
pre fer r i ng 
the jokes and 
funny antics 
i n  r e g a r d 
to  c u r rent 
events over 
the somber 
a n d  u n b i -
ased regular 
news. In fact, 
I would ven-
ture to say 
t h at  t he se 
p r o g r a m s 
a re  b e t t e r 
— if not more accurate — 
than some reporting you 
could find on Fox, CNN 
or CNBC. That is simply 
because these “reporters” 
do what every good come-
dian does — point out the 
obvious. 
Anyone who has tuned 
in to Comedy Central at 
all last week can tell where 
this column stems from 
— the epic beat down and 
tragically uneven battle 
that “Mad Money’s” Jim 
Cramer suffered at the 
hands of Comedy Central’s 
golden boy, Jon Stewart. 
For those who have yet 
to YouTube this clip, I’ll 
spare you the gory details. 
Just know that, once again, 
it took a comedian to make 
an entire news network 
realize how their reach for 
ratings is no joke — and 
essentially, is influencing 
and hurting the American 
public. 
This episode of “The 
Daily Show,” despite the 
amped-up commercials, 
was not designed to enter-
tain us. It was actually to 
inform us that something 
fishy is going on and we 
the people need to be 
aware of it. In this sense, 
this comedy series is act-
ing more like the media 
than the actual media is. 
The point of journalism 
is to act as a watchdog of 
the government — now 
we have shows designed 
for entertainment acting 
as the watchdog of the 
media.
Take for example the 
last t ime a network got 
under Stewart’s skin for 
their wavering integrity. 
In 2004 he appeared on 
episode of Crossfi re to call 
out the hosts for hurting 
America with their “par-
t isan hackery” . He was 
introduced as a comedian 
and left as the triumphant 
victor for proper journal-
ism. A few short months 
later, the show was can-
celled and everyday people 
were beginning to look at 
the news more critically . 
I do realize the show is 
meant as entertainment 
and should not be taken as 
an actual source of proper 
news, but you can’t deny 
the journalistic integrity 
buried beneath the jokes. 
Critics of Stewart claim 
that his bashing of Cramer 
was a biased response to 
some digs Cramer made 
about Obama’s stimulus 
plan. In a way, they are 
correct. Stewart is biased, 
and is probably the most 
partisan news anchor on 
television – against stupid-
ity. His job is to take cur-
rent events and turn them 
on their head, revealing 
what’s really going on and 
how hilariously ridiculous 
our government, economy, 
media or whatever is being. 
He never claims to be an 
actual journalist and calls 
his own show “fake news” 
when in actuality “The 
Daily Show” is currently 
one of the most informed, 
well-researched and clear-
est take on current events 
found on television. 
I guess the true joke 




I come to you with a 
suggestion regarding your 
concerns about the social 
networking site known as 
Facebook. If you don’t like 
it, don’t use it. Or better 
yet, if you’re worried about 
people k now ing what 
you’re up to all the time, 
don’t post status updates. 
I know, it sounds crazy, 
but I think it will help with 
your mild case of paranoia. 
Am I the only one who is 
absolutely dumbfounded 
by all of the uproar over 
the new Facebook layout? 
Guys, this Web site is 
free. Say it with me, free. 
Nobody is forcing you to 
spend two hours a day up-
loading your Spring Break 
‘09 Miami Beach Road 
Trip pictures. 
If you don’t want people 
to know what you’re up to, 
then don’t tell them — just 
like in real life. And don’t 
give me any of that, “Why 
can’t it just go back to the 
way it was?” crap, Dis-
gruntled Facebook User. 
Facebook comes equipped 
(again, free) with more 
privacy features than a 
Catholic confessional. You 
can limit exactly who has 
access to exactly what data 
in only a few simple clicks. 
This way your inner circle 
of friends can see what 
you really feel and all your 
ninth grade acquaintances 
see only your name and 
birthday. 
A lthough I must say, 
Disgrunt led Facebook 
User, I’ve been getting a 
kick out of your angry sta-
tus updates. Does the irony 
of this completely escape 
you, let alone the sheer un-
gratefulness? Posting how 
much you hate Facebook ... 
on Facebook? That’s like if 
a chef offered to cook you 
free meals and you com-
plained about how much 
the food sucked in between 
hungry mouthfuls. I will 
listen to, entertain and 
possibly even agree with 
you once Facebook starts 
charging people for their 
services. But until then, 
Disgrunt led Facebook 





Facebook users should 
be proactive about  
internet privacy
Spartanburg has found itself at the crossroads of prag-
matism and ideology. The county is considering building 
a new landfi ll in order to cope with increased demand 
for waste storage — with the corresponding increase in 
garbage supply coming from outside South Carolina. 
According to the National 
Solid Wastes Management 
Association, South Caro-
lina ranks ninth in trash 
imports . 
For some counties, land-
fi ll revenues have become 
an integral part of local budgets. In Lee County, so-
called mega-dump revenues account for 20 percent 
of the local budget . What’s upsetting many residents 
clearly isn’t the money, but the source — as much as 65 
percent of the trash comes from the Northeast . 
Even in these tough times, however, South Carolina 
can’t afford to become New Jersey’s port-a-john. The 
state’s economy is heavily influenced by tourism and 
beautiful natural resources. Allowing our state to be-
come trash-ridden is a decidedly short-term economic 
strategy. 
It is understandably unrealistic — especially now — to 
quit these revenues cold turkey. What is disturbing is the 
lack of revenue allocation for solving the problems we 
are creating for ourselves. It would put us at ease tremen-
dously to know at least a portion of the money was being 
spent researching biomass technology or other ways to 
derive some use from this waste and remove it from our 
state. In this case, we cannot expect pragmatism nor 
ideology to perfectly prevail, and it will take cool heads 
and good planning to develop an optimum strategy. 
In the meantime, Gov. Mark Sanford suggests a price 
hike to bring South Carolina more in line with other 
competing states. This is certainly a viable strategy for 
either boosting revenues or curbing demand, either of 
which could be desirable. If we must whore our environ-
ment out to New Jersey, let’s at least make sure we are 
getting a good price. 
I have recently noticed 
a lot of negativity aimed 
at sites that al low users 
to give, in precise detail, 
exactly what they are doing 
and where they are doing 
it. Of course, I am talking 
about Twitter and Face-
book. Well, I think these 
attacks are ludicrous and 
unwarranted. Since when 
has it been a problem to do 
a little friendly stalking? 
Honestly, you can’t tell me 
that none of 
you have been 
in a class with 
a member of 
the opposite 
sex that, once 
you laid eyes 
of  h i m / her, 
you knew that 
you would be 
w i t h  t h e m 
forever, even-
tual ly dy ing 
in their arms. 
I know I come across said 
women several times a day.
Thanks to Twitter and 
Facebook, I can peruse 
the prof iles of potential 
girlfriends, fi nd out where 
they are and just so happen 
to be heading to the same 
place. Before the assistance 
of these sites, the only way 
for me to keep tabs on my 
crushes usually involved 
all-black clothing, a sk i 
mask and a six-foot ladder. 
Obv iously, th is quick ly 
became too cumbersome 
and was completely useless 
during the daytime hours. 
Trust me, it’s a lot easier 
to run into someone who, 
according to her status 
update, “is enjoying a quick 
lunch at Grouchos,” than it 
is to sit outside her house in 
a maroon supply van hop-
ing that she’ll eventually 
get hungry and not rely on 
Dominos to deliver. 
I ’m  s u r e  t h e  l a t t e r 
wou ldn’t  be a  problem 
since I was sure to cut the 
phone lines before posting 
up across the street. Now, I 
don’t even have to leave my 
house to find out exactly 
where she is going, who 
she’s talking to and when 
she’ll return. 
I must say, I owe count-
less hours of wasted time 
to Facebook and Twitter. 
With all my newly found 
free time, I can focus on 
more important t h ings 
like finishing that doll of 
beautiful golden locks of 
hair which so happens to 
resemble said stalkee. And 
for that, I am forever grate-
ful.
Seriously though, these 
Web-based communities 
are victims of a lot of criti-
cism, with people voicing 
concern that their privacy 
is being invaded. No, it’s 
not. Since when does mem-
bership of either of these 
sites force you to disclose 
such sensitive information? 
I mean, what is the point 
in telling everyone on the 
Internet that you are going 
to enjoy a STP at Grou-
chos? Clearly, you want to 
be stalked. Unless you are 
in an advertisement con-
tract with the restaurant, 
there is no point in letting 
us know where you’re head-
ing. No one cares — well, 
except for your stalker. If 
you are afraid of being fol-
lowed around Columbia, 
then quit tel l ing people 
your whereabouts. 
It’s that simple.
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Even YouTube stars grow 
up too fast. When we here at 
The Mix fi rst heard comedian 
Bo Burnham’s irreverent 
music, he was just a witty kid 
with a video camera and a 
YouTube account. 
Now, he’s the youngest 
person ever to record a 
Comedy Central special, and 
he even has his own album. 
Despite his young age (he’s 
only 18) , or perhaps because 
of it, Burnham is unafraid of 
sounding too crude or crass 
and never censors his offbeat 
sense of humor. 
While his self-titled album 
holds the potential to offend 
absolutely every conceivable 
demographic, it’s difficult 
not to find him amusing. A 
combination of wit and satire 
paired with musical talent 
make Burnham’s album as 
entertaining as it is quirky.
T h e  p r i m a r y  r e a s o n 
B u r n h a m ’s  o b v i o u s l y 
insensitive lyrics avoid being 
offensive is because Burnham 
isn’t afraid to make fun of 
himself. His self-deprecation 
covers everything from the 
size of his ego to his love 
for tie-dye. Even YouTube, 
the vehicle through which 
Burnham achieved fame, 
isn’t safe from ridicule, as 
Burnham jokingly criticizes 
any Web site that would make 
him popular.
Burnham isn’t a musical 
savant by any means, but his 
above-average musical ability 
is easily outshined by his wit. 
Practically every line of every 
one of the album’s songs is 
a double entendre, and you 
can find something new to 
laugh at with every listen. For 
example, in “New Math,” he 
conjectures, “What’s Santa 
Claus multiplied by ‘i’? Well 
I guess that makes him real 
... And what’s the opposite of 
lnx? Durafl ame, the unnatural 
log.” Even when he’s offensive, 
Burnham is still witty. He 
avoids seeming racist, sexist 
or prejudiced in any other way 
by making fun of everyone 
without discrimination.
Despite his questionable 
a l legat ion that he’s “the 
g r e a t e s t  r ap p e r  e v e r,” 
Bu r n ha m s t i l l  show s  a 
surprising level of modesty. 
He isn’t hesitant to recognize 
that he’s still, at his core, a 
dorky teenager who wil l 
always think he’s funnier than 
he actually is. 
This shines through in the 
CD’s tracks that were taken 
from l ive recordings. As 
entertaining as his songs are, 
his improvisational delivery 
and additional commentary 
are even funnier. Burnham is 
a natural entertainer, and the 
enjoyment he gets from being 
on stage is infectious, even in 
recordings.
Burnham’s CD is paired 
with a DVD that features 
performances of his music as 
well as his Comedy Central 
special. Between the two, 
Burnham proves that he’s 
either a comedic genius or 
has way too much time on his 
hands (or, most likely, both). 
It’s obvious that Burnham 
has no underlying message 
of inciting social change or 
even spreading a message. 
Instead, he simply works to 
make his audience laugh, 
and is a tremendous success. 
In this case, comedy, even 
at its most ridiculous and 
mocking, is a welcome form 
of entertainment. While most 
of his jokes can’t be put in 
print, keep an open mind and 
check out Bo Burnham — you 
won’t be sorry.
Growing up, my dad had 
one major piece of advice to 
give me about choosing a 
major: Don’t be a scientist. 
Be an engineer. He always 
loved to point out how 
he had chemists working 
under him who had Ph.Ds 
and made half of what 
he did. He’s not the only 
engineer I’ve 
heard t h is 
s e nt i m e nt 
from. When 
I  t o o k  a 
philosophy 
of  s c ience 
class a few 
s e m e s t e r s 
a g o ,  w e 
h a d  s o m e 
good long 
discussions 
a b o u t  t h e 
superiority of scientists 
(“We are searching for 
t r ut h!” )  or  eng i neer s 
(“We’re actual ly doing 
t h i n g s  t h a t  he lp  t he 
world!”). 
Well I have some news 
for all the geeks out there: 
you can stop bickering. 
After al l, we’re al l just 
a s  equ a l l y  dork y  a nd 
fascinated about the world. 
Plus, according to Alfred 
Nordmann , that debate 
doesn’t matter anymore. 
N o r d m a n n  i s  a 
German philosopher and 
historian of what is called 
“Technoscience.” A former 
full-time member of the 
philosophy department, 
he spends his t ime split 
bet ween USC and t he 
Technical University of 
Darmstadt  .  Nordmann 
spends his time studying, 
thinking and writing about 
the way that scientists come 
to agreements — how they 
come to form the canon 
of literature that they will 
pass  on to t he newbie 
freshmen as the truth of 
things as they are. 
Nordmann is a stout 
man with a graying beard, 
a serious expression and 
a soft voice with a slight 
German accent. When he 
speaks it sometimes feels as 
if he forgets you are there 
as he becomes absorbed in 
questions of understanding 
and truth. If you let him, 
he w i l l  t a lk  for  hours 
on any number of issues 
surrounding sc ient i f ic 
practice and the role of 
technology in society. 
I n  t h e  p a s t  t h r e e 
hu ndred yea r s  or  so, 
he tel ls me, scient ist s 
have tried very hard to 
separate sc ience f rom 
technology in the “work 
of purifi cation.” Scientists 
have been talking about 
the great search for truth 
since the beginning of the 
“modern era.” They have 
insisted that science is 
objective or that it could be 
made so. These prominent 
thinkers forced a divide 
between what they viewed 
as the “application” of their 
ideas. In other words, they 
tried really hard to make 
technology different from 
science.
Not so much anymore. 
Nord m a n n  a nd  m a ny 
others think this “work 
o f  p u r i f i c a t i o n”  h a s 
been abandoned.  This 
aba ndon ment  mark s  a 
new era of technoscience. 
Tec h no sc ience  i s  not 
a p p l i e d  s c i e n c e  o r 
consumer science — it is a 
scientifi c and technological 
pract ice without regard 
to whether it is scientific 
or technological. When 
a chemist spends t ime 
in h is lab work ing for 
nanotech nolog y,  he i s 
not  look i ng  for  some 
greater understanding of 
how things work; rather, 
he  i s  seek ing to  for m 
something. 
T h e  p r a c t i c e  o f 
technoscience is not about 
the discovery of knowledge 
or controlling experiments 
to  ensu re  objec t iv it y ; 
rather, the surety comes 
from forming the world 
in the way you desire. 
T he  c r o w n i n g  f i e ld s 
f rom which Nordmann 
d r a w s  h i s  e x a m p l e s 
a r e  n a n o t e c h n o l o g y, 
b i o t e c h n o l o g y  a n d 
pharmaceutics . These three 
fi elds all show a movement 
away from the desire to 
fi nd truth towards a desire 
to manipulate and control 
this world. The only real 
test of truth is whether 
or not the manipulation 
works.
This is a little different 
than what scientists used 
to do. Whether it is good 
or  bad  rema i n s  to  be 
determined. But one thing 
is for sure: if you want to 
go into a science, it doesn’t 
mat ter  qu ite  so  much 
anymore whether you are 
an engineer or a scientist. 
Regardless, the work will 
be exciting. 
Pop/country songstress Jessie James 
says when it comes to her music, her 
southern roots come naturally. But when 
she gets excited or nervous, she doesn’t 
keep her accent for long. 
The Georgia girl set out for Nashville, 
Tenn., on weekends when she was in high 
school to practice songwriting.
“I remember thinking to myself, I don’t 
know if a pop label is going to let me 
keep those inf luences because it’s not 
something I can just take out,” James 
said. “My southern infl uences are just a 
part of me.”
When she was 17, she tried to get a 
record deal. But all the labels said no 
because she was “too intimidating.”
“They thought I was just too much for 
Nashville,” James said. “They thought I 
was too intimidating to female fans. And 
they thought that I was just too pop, too 
soulful for Nashville.”
When one of her demos got in the 
hands of A&R representative David Gray 
and executive L.A. Reid at Mercury 
Records , she proved them wrong.
“You think it could happen but I’m 
just completely surprised by it all,” James 
said. “I’ve been so focused on working on 
the process beforehand, the outcome is 
actually starting to happen — and I still 
don’t believe it, but it’s great.”
She said meeting Reid felt right and 
comfortable.
“I was not nervous at all, I wasn’t even 
shaking,” James admitted. “I was pretty 
comfortable with the situation...I didn’t 
even know who he was and I’m sure if I 
did at the time I would have been more 
nervous.”
New York and Mercury Records seems 
to be a good fi t for her.
“New York gets me,” James said. “The 
label there totally gets me, knows where 
I’m coming from and they love what I’m 
doing, so it’s defi nitely a better fi t.”
Now t hat  she has  more power 
in the music industry, James said her 
songwriting experiences are “fantastic.” 
While she’s been on top, she’s had the 
opportunity to work with some of today’s 
top songwriters, including co-writing her 
new hit “Wanted” with American Idol’s 
new judge, Kara DioGuardi .
“She was really funny and feisty, and 
a really hard worker,” James said. “We 
blended really well in the studio.”
She also worked with “I Kissed A Girl” 
star Katy Perry . Before Perry rose to 
stardom, she e-mailed James in hopes 
of co-writing a song together, and even 
wrote some songs for her, including one 
that may make James’ new record.
While both James and Perry have 
different songwriting styles, James says 
they’re both “ballsy and have something 
to say with no f ilter.” She hopes to 
continue working with Perry on their 
unfinished project, called “You Look 
Better Naked.”
James’s new single, “Wanted,” has been 
recently successful and hit mainstream 
radio March 10, even though it doesn’t 
offi cially release until April 21 . She also 
made a big break promoting her song 
“Blue Jeans” in the new Sophie Kinsella 
movie “Confessions of a Shopaholic.”
Her hit, “My Cowboy,” also got a lot 
of buzz. It was posted on Perez Hilton, a 
popular celebrity blog Web site, and that 
day she got 25,000 plays on her MySpace 
page .
Now, James is focusing on promoting 
her music and reaping the benefi ts of her 
success. 
“It’s fun to look ahead but I’m defi nitely 
just focusing on what’s happening right 
now and doing everything I can to just 
promote it,” James said. “It’s all happening 
really, really fast, but I try to stay focused 
on what’s happening now.
“I put all my genius into my life; I put only my talent into my works.” 
— Oscar Wilde
 
As the summer movie season inches 
closer, the most anticipated big hits are 
rolling out with big, exciting trailers. Here 
are some of the best previews to keep on 
your radar:
The trailer of the week goes to the 
exhilarating first look at Michael Mann’s 
“Public Enemies,” based on the career of 
Depression-era bank robber John Dillinger 
(Johnny Depp) and the FBI agent (Christian 
Bale) who tried to bring him down .
Director Mann (“Heat,” “Collateral”) 
is no stranger to crime dramas. Here, he’s 
using high-defi nition digital photography 
to give his period piece a distinctly modern 
feel. This interesting aesthetic approach is 
one of the main reasons to check out the 
trailer, next to Depp’s terrifi c-looking lead 
performance.
Sam Raimi fi nally returns to horror, the 
genre in which he made his name with the 
“Evil Dead” trilogy, in “Drag Me to Hell.” 
Alison Lohman stars as a loan offi cer who 
becomes the victim of a terrifying curse, 
haunted by an evil spirit trying to take her 
soul . 
R a i m i ’s  e a r l y  hor r or  f i l m s  we r e 
distinguished for their campy, over-the-top 
effects that reveled in strange camera angles 
that rendered them terrifying fun houses. 
The trailer offers possible glimpses of that 
same tongue-in-cheek style , but it will be 
interesting to see if he still has it after his 
foray into blockbusters with the “Spider-
Man” trilogy.
“500 Days of Summer,” a selection from 
this year’s Sundance Film Festival, takes 
a typical boy-meets-girl story and f lips 
it into a dissection of a man’s love for a 
woman who doesn’t share his outlook on 
life. The fantastic and underrated Joseph 
Gordon-Levitt (“Brick”) stars opposite 
Zooey Deschanel .
The trailer has a terrifi c look with some 
dream-like imagery that should help turn 
“500 Days of Summer” into an odd-ball 
romance. 
J.J. Abrams’s reboot of “Star Trek” has a 
new, slick trailer available, featuring more 
footage from Captain Kirk’s background 
and the birth of the crew. Action is the 
benchmark of  t he t ra i ler,  w it h CGI 
overloads at every turn. 
Sure, it looks fantastic, but watching the 
trailer brings up not-so-pleasant memories 
of the ef fects-overdosed “Star Wars” 
prequels. The trailer does not quench all 
concerns over the fi lm’s fate, but hopefully 
Abrams will do the saga and characters of 
the original “Star Trek” fi tting justice with 
his reinvention.
Christian Bale’s on-set meltdown may 
have made the rounds in the media, but 
h is intensit y is palpable in the latest 
“Terminator: Salvation” trailer. Slick action 
and jaw-dropping fl ashes of effects dot the 
preview.
Fans of the series will l ikely remain 
skeptical if director McG’s installment of 
the sci-fi franchise will hold up to James 
Cameron’s f ilms , but the latest trailer 
suggests it might be an exhilarating war 
fi lm.
And in the fi rst full-length trailer for new 
fi lm “Up,” Pixar showcases what promises 
to be one of their most adventure-filled 
films to date, bursting with their typical 
creative fl are.
“Up,” about an old man who turns his 
house into a hot air balloon and the young 
boy scout who inadvertently comes along 
for the ride, looks to have plenty of the 
company’s ingenuity that breaches across all 
demographics.
All trailers are available to stream online 
at apple.com/trailers or youtube.com. 
JI M M Y’S  TR A I L E R  PA R K
Summer’s hottest fi lms include 
crime, horror, odd-ball romance
Jimmy Gilmore
STAFF WRITER
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@
sc.edu
Scientist, engineers can 







Young Comedy Central star releases fi rst CD





Bo Burnham uses wit and clever lyrics to poke fun at almost 
every demographic — all in the name of entertainment.
Bo Burnham’s success 
on YouTube continues 
to reach new heights
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
JESSIE JAMES FUSES POP, COUNTRY
Courtesy of www.myspace.com/jessiejamesmusic
Jessie James has already worked with 
many other artists in pursuing her music.
Georgia native fi nds success 
in NY among record execs
Haley Dreis
STAFF WRITER
C o m m e n t s  o n  t h i s  s t o r y ?  E - m a i l 
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / Th e Daily Gamecock
PhD ◆ By Jorge Chan
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A RIES   Be caref u l . 
Don’t get impatient. There 
are several indications you 
could break something if you 
hurry or start throwing things 
around. Treat everything as if 
it’s fragile.
TAURUS It seems like 
everything you want is slightly 
too expensive. You can change 
what you want, but that’s 
diffi cult. 
GEMINI Don’t worry 
if others don’t agree with you. 
They don’t agree with each 
other, either. You might be 
called on to help negotiate.
CANCER Your work 
seems to be interfering with 
your wanderlust. It’s almost a 
good day to travel, except for 
all the chores that must be 
done. The trip itself could be 
a lot of work. 
LEO Find a way to have 
fun without spending a lot and 
you’re a happy person. You 
already know what the answer 
is to this quiz question. 
VIRGO People will tend 
to be nervous now, so proceed 
with caution. Stick with the 
plans you’ve already made. It’ll 
give you self-confi dence. You 
can make changes later.
LIBR A  It ’s  good to 
develop new skills, of course, 
but it can also be awkward. 
There’s that “diffi cult learning 
curve” issue with which to 
deal. Don’t rush. 
SCORPIO  Avoid a 
pushy salesperson, even if it’s 
someone you love. You can’t 
really afford the item, and it’s 
better if you wait. 
SAGI T TA R IUS 
Breakage or a breakdown at 
home provides just the excuse 
you need. Replace something 
that’s worn out with a better 
product. 
CAPRICORN The 
curr icu lum you’re being 
taught may not be entirely 
true. It may not agree with 
your own deeply held beliefs. 
Don’t worry, you can learn 
anyway. 
AQUARIUS  Don’t 
let friends distract you from 
an agreement you’ve made. 
The promise is to yourself, 
regarding your spending. 
PISCES If you suspect 
the other guy’s not listening, 
choose your words carefully. 
You can get your message 
across through your actions, 
too. 
TODAY
USC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA WITH 
MARINA LOMAZOV
7:30 p.m., $8
Koger Center, 1051 Greene St.
THE PAT MCGEE BAND, THE BENJY DAVIS 
PROJECT
8 p.m., $12
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.
 
WERE THE WORLD MINE
9 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St. 
TOMORROW
SENT BY R AVENS,  THE VALK YRIE , 
TRANSMIT NOW, TOMORROWS HORIZON, 
CHERRY CASE
6:45 p.m., $5 over 21/$8 under
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
MR. B’S GOODTIME KARAOKE EXPLOSION
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
CHE
3 and 5:30 p.m. (Part 1) 8 p.m. (Part 2), 
$6 








14 Lend beauty to
15 Lon __ of 
Cambodia
16 Integra maker




22 Pile of rocks
23 Trifl ing amount
24 Lions, at times
26 Fancy schmancy
30 Diminutive being
32 TV Tarzan Ron
33 Raines of old fi lms
34 Fade away
35 On the way up
39 Clan pattern
41 Part of IOU
43 One of a fl ight
44 Aerie youngster
46 Golfer Ernie
48 Water of 
Guadalajara
49 Black or Salton
50 Rend







66 Fleming or 
Garfunkel
67 Ancient region of 
Asia Minor
68 Lacoste and Russo
69 Go out with
70 Subject to random 
chance












9 Wynton or Branford
10 Weather unit
11 One of Bolivia’s 
capitals
12 Less of a lie?
13 Fills completely
21 Manufactured facts
25 “__ the ramparts 
we watched...”
26 First name in 
cartoon skunks
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Live music tonight 
with $1.00 BEER
If you are under 21, it is against the law to buy 
alcoholic beverages. All ABC regulations enforced.
There isn’t much to say about South Carolina’s 
matchup against Davidson in the fi rst round of 
the NIT Tournament that can’t be completely 
understood through numbers. W hen the 
Wildcats and the Gamecocks take the f loor 
tonight at 7 p.m., all eyes will be on two young 
men. 
USC’s junior guard Devan Downey has 
dazzled and amazed SEC crowds all season long 
while leading his team from, almost literally, 
worst to fi rst in the SEC East. While Downey 
was busy throwing down with the big boys of 
the SEC, Stephen Curry was busy impressing 
the ESPN national crowd while trying to ride 
the tidal wave of fame that began when he 
led the Wildcats to an Elite Eight appearance 
during the 2008 NCAA tournament. 
When these two stunning guards meet on 
the court for the fi rst time tonight it may be like 
looking in the mirror, for it is rare that players 
of this caliber meet on the court. Downey and 
Curry have both started every single game 
they appeared in this season. They have both 
averaged well over 30 minutes per game this 
season. They both lead their teams in points, 
steals and assists.
However, as much as Downey leads his team 
on the court, it is diffi cult to compare any player 
in Division I basketball to Curry. Curry was a 
mere 44 points away from averaging 30 points 
per game this season, all the while he managed 
to dish out 45 more assists through only two 
more games than Downey. He is also in the top 
fi ve in 3-point fi eld goals made and has scored 40 
or more points four times this season. 
“I think he’s like a lot of good players that 
we’ve seen this year,” USC coach Darrin Horn 
said. “Anytime you play a really good player, 
I don’t know how you’re going stop a guy that 
shoots 20 plus times a game and has put up 30 
all year long. I think the key against someone 
like him is hopefully you make him work for 
everything and you don’t let him get anything 
too easy.”
The question that has been gnawing on many 
fans’ minds since Davidson and USC appeared 
in the same bracket is simple, “Will we see 
Downey and Curry go toe-to-toe?”
“I think they will some,” Horn said. “Some 
of how we’ll play won’t always necessitate that. 
Somebody else might get him in transition just 
to get him stopped. I think that’ll happen some 
but again, just like a Jodie Meeks or someone 
else I don’t think you look at just one matchup 
with a player that good and say, ‘Oh, he’s got 
him. He’s doing a good job on him.’ I think 
that everyone has to do a great job on him when 
they’re on him.”
As much of a threat as Curry poses to South 
Carolina defense, a defense that has found itself 
somewhat exposed, specifically in the second 
half, of its previous three games, Downey poses 
just as much of a threat to beating Davidson 
singlehandedly.
“It’s the same as people ask how do you stop 
Devan Downey,” Downey said. “I don’t know 
that you stop Devan Downey. He might fi nd a 
way to stop himself on occasion but good players 
fi nd a way to do what they do regardless of what 
the opponent is doing.” 
Certainly there is a lot of appeal to the 
South Carolina/Davidson game as two of the 
nation’s best guards square off. While Horn 
acknowledges the battle that will take place in 
the backcourt, he is more concerned about his 
team’s ability to win the game. Horn is focusing 
on preparing his team for the upcoming game 
despite a disappointing snub from the NCAA 
Selection Committee.
“I think [getting the team hungry for the fi rst 
round] is always part of the process,” Horn said. 
“Part of it also is getting them refocused on 
where you are headed. I think that it’s a situation 
for us where maybe we did get a little ahead 
of ourselves because of the success we had. I 
don’t think that anybody knew what the league 
situation was going to be like after the brackets 
came out. Now we’ve got to get focused on 
what’s ahead of us.”
 COURTESY OF ESPN.COM





BCS league deserved 
better in selections 
for NCAA tournament
Two of country’s best guards face off 
on national television tonight in NIT
Michael Aguilar
SPORTS EDITOR
It appears as though the 
SEC is considered about as 
good of a basketball conference 
as the Atlantic 10. Despite 
all the hype and respect that 
the conference gets during 
the football season, it has yet 
to earn any respect on the 
hardwood.
I t  i s  k i n d 
o f  h a r d  t o 
swallow when 
an SEC team, 
even t hough 
it was Florida 
twice, has won 




T h e 
c o n f e r e n c e 
is considered 
a s  g o o d  o f 
a basketball league as the 
At lant ic 10 because both 
conferences have three teams 
in the NCAA tournament.
Of the major conferences, 
the SEC came in last in terms 
of number of representatives.
I t  i s  u n d e r s t a n d a b l e 
for consistently powerful 
basketball conferences like 
the Big East and the ACC 
to get a significant amount 
of representat ives in the 
tournament. The Big Ten, on 
the other hand, does not seem 
to deserve the same respect 
for its conference as it earned 
an astounding seven bids.
Wisconsin, one of the few 
teams in the tournament that 
did not win 20 games this 
season, was one of the more 
surprising teams to be elected 
to this season’s Big Dance. 
The Badgers’ dismal 19-12 
season was highlighted by a 
six-game losing streak during 
conference play. 
Another Big Ten team that 
has a questionable presence in 
the tournament is Michigan, a 
20-13 squad that was only able 
to muster nine conference 
wins.
Overall the SEC has been 
completely disrespected in 
basketball this year, and it 
started at the beginning of 
the season when only two 
teams made appearances in 
the preseason Top-25 polls. 
Even Darrin Horn, a coach 
that has consistently stayed 
quiet about the lack of respect 
for the SEC in the rankings, 
had to comment about getting 
snubbed by the select ion 
committee.
“I don’t think that there’s 
a ny  que s t ion  t h at  [t he 
perception of the SEC being 
weaker than usual] started 
way back in October,” Horn 
said. “I don’t know all the 
numbers and [I] have not 
been in the league [long], but 
our league champion just got 
an eight seed and Tennessee 
got a nine [seed] and our 
tournament champion got a 
13 [seed] and those are some 
pretty intriguing numbers for 
the SEC.”
The sad thing is that it 
could have been worse. If 
Mississippi State had not made 
a remarkable run and secured 
an automatic bid, it is possible 
that our conference would 
have had only two teams in 
the NCAA tournament.
It is especially surprising 
because last year the SEC had 
a respectable six teams in the 
tournament, three of which 
won their fi rst round games.
W hatever  happens  i n 
the postseason, the SEC’s 
basketball teams know that 
they are legitimate squads that 
deserve respect on a national 
level, regardless of what the 
so-called “experts” think.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocksportspage@
sc.edu
Imagine for a second that you 
have worked at something for your 
whole l ife. Then, f inally, af ter 
everyone else has counted you out, 
you manage to find a way to put 
yourself in prime position to fi nally 
achieve that ultimate goal. Then, in 
a quick second, that goal is ripped 
right out from under your eyes, 
never to be seen again.
That is the situat ion sen ior 
guards Zam Fredrick and Branden 
Conrad were faced with last Sunday 
night when the NCAA Selection 
Committee left their team, South 
Ca rol i n a ,  out  o f  t he  NC A A 
Tournament.
W hile most would see f it to 
wal low in disappointment and 
missed opportunit ies, Fredrick 
and Conrad face the necessity of 
turning disappointment into fire 
as border-rival Davidson comes to 
Columbia for the fi rst round of the 
NIT tournament. 
“Of course we’re disappointed 
about not getting a bid,” Fredrick 
said. “Just as a man, as a person you 
want more. But you have to look 
forward to the opportunity you did 
get because a lot of teams didn’t get 
this opportunity either. We’re just 
ready to get down to [the NIT].”
Fredrick and Conrad are seniors, 
so missing the tournament hits 
especially hard for both of them as 
they won’t be able to get another 
chance at the tournament. The 
second this NIT run ends, so 
does both of their college careers. 
Fredrick, however, completely avoids 
that line of thinking.
“It could be my last game, it could 
be my last practice here,” Frederick 
said. “It might be my last t ime 
talking to y’all. I don’t really look 
at it like that. I just take it one day 
at a time. When we step out there 
for tip-off tomorrow at 7 p.m. I’ll 
put a little extra on it. You’ll go out 
there and play your heart out up and 
down the f loor but you should do 
that every game anyway.”
However, as senior leaders of 
the team Fredrick and Conrad are 
responsible not only for getting 
themselves ready to play but also 
for preparing their teammates. As 
much as it hurts to be left out of the 
NCAA Tournament in his senior 
year, Fredrick realizes that one of 
his priorities now should be making 
sure that his team is ready to hit the 
court tonight.
“I think we’re ready to play now 
but there are a couple of us who are 
still disappointed,” Fredrick said. 
“You have to shrug that off and get 
ready for the next day.”
While Fredrick and Conrad are 
f ighting through their personal 
d isappointment they have the 
larger task at hand of taking on the 
Davidson Wildcats, a team that, this 
time last year, was prepping for a 
run to the NCAA Elite Eight. The 
Gamecocks and the Wildcats square 
off tonight at 7 p.m.
vs.  STEPHEN DEVAN
Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Devan Downey leads the Gamecocks in scoring, steals and assists.
Who’s 
# 1?
Fredrick gets one last shot at glory
Senior guard looks to end 
on high note in NIT
Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Tonight’s NIT game marks senior guard Zam Fredrick’s fi rst postseason appearance since the 2005 NCAA 
Tournament when he was a freshman at Georgia Tech. Fredrick averaged 15.6 points per game this season.
Michael Aguilar
SPORTS EDITOR
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Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Line classified ad rates
Major credit cards accepted
Announcements
LIFEGUARD TRAINING CLASSES 
March 27th-29th & April 4th at 
Harbison Rec. Center.
More info call D. Cartee 781-2281
Apartments
Efficiency 1&2 BRS Start at $700
All utilities, cable, high speed Internet
$100 sec. deposit/1 mo. free with a 
12 MO. LEASE Cornell Arms 799-1442
*ASPYRE*Downtown Living
Starting @ $549 per BR! 
laspyre.com 803-400-1570
Housing-Rent
Room for rent & 1-5BR Apts available 
Greene St. @ USC 
rajaluri@ifmusa.org or 318-0800
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
Housing-Sale
LUXURY DOWNTOWN CONDOS  
From $102,500  518-2189
www.elmwoodplacecolumbia.com
Help Wanted
Pawn shop seeking PT Sales Associate 
Must be honest, hardworking, well 
groomed & able to lift heavy objects. Will 
work around your school schedule. 
Please call Jon at 256-1888. Peoples 
Pawn Shop, Inc. 1324 Assembly St. 
Downtown Columbia.
PHOTOGRAPHERS
We have openings for several dedicated 
individuals to photograph student social 
events. Fun work, we train & provide 
equipment. Allen Anderson 256-0424.
Help Wanted
PT RECEPTIONIST - Needed at Spring 
Valley Animal Hospital. Afternoon hrs. 
apply in person at 8913 Two Notch road 
9am-3pm. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Bicycle Store looking for experienced 
retail help. Must love bikes, ride, and be 
friendly, PT applicants email: 
info@cyclecenter.com.
BELLA VISTA BRIDAL PT Sales, Sats 
reqd bring resume & schedule.
Help Wanted
Restaurants
TOMBO GRILLE is hiring experienced 
wait staff. Must be able to work through 
the summer apply in person from 
3pm-5pm. 4517 Forest Drive.
BLUE FIN @SANDHILL Now Hiring all 
positions. Apply in person 10AM-4pm 
Services
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
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